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Happy Christmas! 
Welcome to our new magazine! At this 

time of the year it’s good to put away the 

books and tests and have some fun with 

words and numbers.  

In our first Christmas issue we’ve packed 

in loads of puzzles, games and brain 

teasers with a festive theme. There is 

also a prize competition for you to enter 

and give your brain a workout! You’ll also 

meet our new friend, Agent Stilton who 

works with us here at Cotswold Education 

Headquarters  CEHQ on finding out 

answers to the trickiest puzzles. 

Some of the puzzles are trickier than 

others and might not be at first what they 

seem.  Get the whole family involved if 

you get a bit stuck, it’s sometimes more 

fun to solve a tricky puzzle together! 

Please let us know if you’ve enjoyed this 

magazine and we’d love to see you 

photos or videos of you doing the 

activities inside. We also like to hear your 

ideas of other things you’d like to see in 

future issues.  

Happy Christmas from CEHQ! 

 

“Packed full of 

puzzles, quizzes 

and games” 

Liz Ian Sarah 
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Christmas Eve 

Marcie was smiling from ear to ear.  Mum, Kayla and Harry had been working 

hard all day cleaning the house and putting the finishing touches to the 

Christmas decorations.   The Christmas stockings were pinned carefully on the 

fireplace.  Marcie felt a little shiver of anticipation as she tied the ribbon to the 

very last present that needed to be wrapped.  The shiny wrapping paper 

caught the last rays of the setting 

winter sun that streamed in through the 

large windows.  The logs in the fireplace 

popped and crackled, and delicious 

smells were drifting in from the kitchen 

which made her tummy rumble.  

Grandma and Grandad were coming 

over for supper.  Grandma had 

promised that after they had eaten, 

they would all make mince pies together.  Mum told them that before they went 

to bed that evening, they would leave one of the mince pies on a plate for 

Father Christmas along with a carrot for the reindeer.  “Aren’t they here yet?” 

moaned Kayla, “we have been waiting ages!”  She jumped on the sofa, her feet 

sinking into the soft cushions until she stood precariously balanced on its arm 

and pressed her nose against the cool glass.  Her warm breath fogged up the 

window and slowly with her finger she started to write her name.  “Come down 

from there” Mum snapped anxiously as Kayla swayed back and forth.  Kayla 

pouted and was about to say something but just as Marcie placed the last 

present under the Christmas tree, everyone heard the sound of crunching the 

gravel on the drive outside. 

“They’re here” shouted Kayla, and all three of the children ran to the door to 

let Grandma and Grandad in. 

Marcie pulled the door wide open and jumped up and down when she saw 

Grandma and Grandad getting out of the car.  “Ho, ho, ho” bellowed Grandad, 

his cheeks made rosy by the cold wind,  “we have gifts for everyone!”.  “Just 

like Father Christmas”, said Harry jumping up and down and clapping his hands 

together!  Grandad went to put the presents under the tree, whilst Grandma 

bought in an enormous Christmas cake, covered in pearly smooth icing.  “Let’s 

have supper and get baking! We have mince pies to bake and a Christmas Cake 

to decorate—no time for slacking!”.  Mum laughed and went to see if supper 

was ready—it was going to be a long evening! 
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1. How was Marcie feeling at the beginning of this passage? 

 A) thoughtful B) content C) calm  D) very happy 

 

2. Pick the word that means the same thing as the word “anticipation”  

 A) expectant B) nervous C) curious D) suspicious  

 

3. What time of day is this story set? 

 A) Morning  B) Lunchtime  C) Afternoon D) Evening 

 

4.  “The logs in the fireplace popped and crackled” What can we infer from that 
phrase? 

 A) Mum lit the fire 

 B) There are lots of logs in the fire place 

 C) The fire is lit 

 D) The fireplace is large 

 

5. Why did Mum tell Kayla off? 

 A) She didn’t want smeary windows 

 B) She didn’t want Kayla to fall 

 C) She didn't want Kayla to write her name on the window 

 D)  She didn’t want Kayla to play on the sofa 

 

6. How did everyone know that Grandma and Grandad had arrived? 

 A) They heard their footsteps on the gravel 

 B)  Kayla told them 

 C) They saw them through the window 

 D)  They heard the car arrive. 

 

7. Pick a word that means the opposite of the word “precarious”. 

 A) exciting B) stable C) solemn D) visible  

 

8. Why did Harry clap his hands when Grandad arrived? 

 A)  Grandad was good at carrying lots of presents 

 B)  He was excited to see him 

 C)  He thought Father Christmas was here 

 D) He was cold 

4 
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9. What are the children baking? 

 A) Christmas Cake 

 B) Supper 

 C) Mince Pies 

 D) Christmas Cake and Mince Pies 

 

10.        Why did mum think it was going to be a long evening? 

 A) The sun sets early in the winter 

 B) They had a lot of baking to do 

 C) Grandma and Grandad were here 

 D)  Supper would take a while to eat. 

Parents/Carer/Tutor 

Help your child take enough time to absorb the information, but not dwell too long 
on any particular question.  Some children need to build up their confidence, 
especially with inferring, a particular skill needed in comprehension that some 
children struggle with. It is likely that you will notice different children tackling this 
in different ways, even within the same family.  Practice is key, keep practising and 
your child will learn more quickly to identify what each question is asking for. 

 

“What do you think?” 

Try asking your child this question regularly as it helps them to grow in confidence 
and enables them to offer their own opinion on a text or situation.  Engage with 
Cotswold’s Education Critical Thinking material if your child needs extra help here. 

Agent Stilton’s Top Tip: Take time to read the story 
before you answer.  When you tackle each question, 
read the section you think the question refers to 
slowly again.  Try to take in all the information that 
the passage offers.   

What do you call someone who is afraid of Santa? 

Claustrophobic! 

5 
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Find the Hidden Words with Agent Stilton 

I have hidden some simple words in each sentence of a story I have 

written.  The letters of each word are split across words in that sentence.  

For example in the last sentence the word DARE is hidden where it says 

each worD ARE split. There are ten words to find—can you find them?  I 

am super sneaky, so I would be VERY surprised if you can. If you find 

more—let me know! 

 

David and Floss were jumping on every trampoline at the trampoline 

park.  

David was dressed as Harry Potter and his robe streamed around him as 

he jumped.   

“Come and sit down” yelled his mum, “you need to take that off before 

you jump!” 

David was petrified—his mum had told him he couldn’t wear it! 

 David stuffed it into his bag and once his and Floss’s bags were in the 

locker, he went back to have fun. 

Floss often wondered if David was crazy, he read his Harry Potter book 

every night 

Steaming French bread, cheese and salad was brought to the table; 

“Come and eat”, said Mum, “but mind out, the loaf is hot”. 

David owned every Harry Potter Book but he didn’t know the spell to cool 

the bread down—”Cooliarmus” he shouted. 

“How embarrassing” yelled Floss and wasn’t happy until she was hidden 

behind Mum 

“Act your age” Mum laughed as David came to eat.  Lunch was delicious. 

How many did you find? 

 1-5 Not bad—but you need to look again.  I am very sneaky! 

 6-7 Ooh nicely done—although I am still sneakier than you 

 8-9 Nearly there! 

 10 Well done—you are as sneaky as me.   

 11+ Wow—you are sneakier than me!!  You must be very good at 

  hiding things!! 

6 
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Present Disaster! 

Eddie the Elf was in Santa’s workshop, 

painting a plain white cube toy. He 

accidentally tipped over the red paint, 

and it landed all over the toy. Every 

side was now completely red! 

Unable to fix it, he 

decides to take all the 

smaller cubes apart, to 

re-use with other cube 

toys. 

1. How many smaller cubes have only 

one face painted red? 

2. How many smaller cubes have two 

faces painted red? 

3. How many smaller cubes have three 

faces painted red? 

4. How many smaller cubes are there? 

Pudding Fractions 

The children in the Carol household don’t like 

Christmas pudding much, so each wants the 

smallest slice. 

Jem says he’ll eat 2/5 of ¼ 

Shay says he’ll try ¼ of 1/3  

Miranda is going to try 5/6 of 1/5 

Lloyd will have ½ of 2/5 

Who will have the smallest slice?  

How much will be left for Mum and Dad?  

 

Mum and Dad love Christmas pudding! 

Ian’s Jokes 

What is at the end of 

Christmas? 

 The letter S! 
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Liz‘s Tricky Brain Teaser 

Back at the North Pole, elves and 

reindeer are having a meeting to 

discuss Santa’s snoring –this has 

been giving them a lot of 

sleepless nights, so they are all 

very tired. Fourteen of the group 

have arrived at the meeting 

point, and they have 38 legs 

between them. How many elves 

and how many reindeer are at 

the meeting? 
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Merry Mix Up 

 

Why couldn’t the skeleton go to the Christmas party? 

 

Clue: 

The sentences below have become completely muddled. Can you sort 

them out? Each sentence has an extra word. Find all of these extra 

words and unscramble them to find the answer to the riddle. 

 

1. reindeer the on Rudolph the snowy night with led 

    

2. go prepared became case the reindeer snacks hungry in Santa 

 

3. and do same bears on penguins live the continent had polar not 

 

4. were gifts precious because under the laid tree 

 

5. arrived stable bare the before Herod nobody was 

 

6. dinner early prepare Dad to Christmas he woke 

 

7. tried awake to children to see the Santa to stay to 

 

 

Answer: 

8 
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Wrap the Matrix 

Oh no, Dad’s been cutting out odd pieces from the wrapping paper again! 

Can work out which of the pieces we found came from this sheet? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Liz/s Brain Teaser 

Two Mums and two 

daughters go out for 

Christmas lunch. Each ate a 

delicious plate of food, but 

only three plates of food 

were eaten. How could this 

be? 

Christmas Scattergories 

A game for 2 or more. 

If you can, think of something from the 

list below that begins with each letter and 

is connected to the Festive season 

 

C H R I S T M A (S) 

 

Describes an Elf 

Describes Santa 

Describes holly 

Describes snow 

Decorations 

Foods 

Gifts 

Weather 

Ian’s Jokes 

What kind of car do 

elves drive? 

 

 ToyYodas! 

9 
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On the first day of Christmas, 

My true love gave to me 

A partridge in a pear tree.  

 

On the second day of Christmas, 

My true love gave to me 

Two turtle doves, 

And a partridge in a pear tree.  

 

On the third day of Christmas, 

My true love gave to me 

Three French hens, 

Two turtle doves, 

And a partridge in a pear tree.  

 

On the fourth day of Christmas, 

My true love gave to me 

Four calling birds, 

Three French hens, 

Two turtle doves, 

And a partridge in a pear tree.  

 

On the fifth day of Christmas, 

My true love sent to me 

Five golden rings, 

Four calling birds, 

Three French hens, 

Two turtle doves, 

And a partridge in a pear tree.  

 

On the sixth day of Christmas, 

My true love gave to me 

Six geese a-laying, 

Five golden rings, 

Four calling birds, 

Three French hens, 

Two turtle doves, 

And a partridge in a pear tree.  

 

On the seventh day of Christmas, 

My true love sent to me 

Seven swans a-swimming, 

Six geese a-laying, 

Five golden rings, 

Four calling birds, 

Three French hens, 

Two turtle doves, 

And a partridge in a pear tree.  

 

On the eighth day of Christmas, 

My true love gave to me 

Eight maids a-milking, 

Seven swans a-swimming, 

Six geese a-laying, 

Five golden rings, 

Four calling birds, 

Three French hens, 

Two turtle doves, 

And a partridge in a pear tree.  

 

On the ninth day of Christmas, 

My true love gave to me 

Nine ladies dancing, 

Eight maids a-milking, 

Seven swans a-swimming, 

Six geese a-laying, 

Five golden rings, 

The Twelve Days of Christmas 

10 
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There are all sorts of things in this famous song. How many can you find? 

1. How many bird and human legs on and before the 9th day of Christmas 

2. How many wings before the twelfth day of Christmas? 

3. How many humans in total? 

4. How many musical instruments by the 10th day? 

5. How many ladies and lords by the 11th day of Christmas 

7. How many rings in all? 

8. How many items in all by the twelfth day of Christmas? 

Eight maids a-milking, 

Seven swans a-swimming, 

Six geese a-laying, 

Five golden rings, 

Four calling birds, 

Three French hens, 

Two turtle doves, 

And a partridge in a pear tree.  

 

On the twelfth day of Christmas, 

My true love gave to me 

Twelve drummers drumming, 

Eleven pipers piping, 

Ten lords a-leaping, 

Nine ladies dancing, 

Eight maids a-milking, 

Seven swans a-swimming, 

Six geese a-laying, 

Five golden rings, 

Four calling birds, 

Three French hens, 

Two turtle doves, 

And a partridge in a pear tree! 

Four calling birds, 

Three French hens, 

Two turtle doves, 

And a partridge in a pear tree.  

 

On the tenth day of Christmas, 

My true love gave to me 

Ten lords a-leaping, 

Nine ladies dancing, 

Eight maids a-milking, 

Seven swans a-swimming, 

Six geese a-laying, 

Five golden rings, 

Four calling birds, 

Three French hens, 

Two turtle doves, 

And a partridge in a pear tree.  

 

On the eleventh day of Christmas, 

My true love sent to me 

Eleven pipers piping, 

Ten lords a-leaping, 

Nine ladies dancing, 

 

11 
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Crack the Christmas Codes 

Agent Stilton has put together these sneaky puzzles for you 

to try out your code breaking skills. Can you solve them all? 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

 

1. If SNOWY is U P Q Y A, what is CHILLY? 

 

2. If FROST is C O L P Q, what is BITE? 

 

3. If COMET is G Q Q G X, what is SANTA? 

 

4. If TURKEY is Z A X Q K E, what is DINNER? 

 

5. If NOEL IS JQAN, what is HARK? 

 

6. If BAUBLE IS DYWZNC, what is WREATH? 

 

7. If SPROUT is CZYED, what is HOLLY? 

 

8. If IVY is LSB, what is ELF? 

Antonyms 

Find an antonym for each of 

these ‘Christmas’ words 

Reunion           _______________ 

Celebrate       _______________ 

Decorate         _______________ 

Evergreen      _______________ 

Greetings        _______________ 

Busy            _______________ 

Dashing            ______________ 

Frigid                ______________ 

Sated               _______________ 

Gregarious     _______________ 

Epiphany         _______________ 
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Santa Says 

A variation on the kid’s favourite Simon Says. Give 
directions such as: 
Santa says, touch your toes. 
Santa says, jump on one leg. 
Santa says, run in place. 
In each case everyone must follow the command. 
Then give a command without saying, “Santa says . 

. .” 

If one player follows the command, they are the 

next to be Santa. Continue until everyone has had a 

turn. 
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Test Your Logic! 

Four children each receive a present to open on Christmas day, and a ticket to an event 

to 

look forward to after Christmas. Use the clues to find out who has what Christmas 

present 

to open on Christmas day, and which adventure to look forward to. 

 1. Daniel loves using logic to solve problems 

 2. James receives a guitar 

 3. Claire loves gardening 

 4. Daniel did not get any clothes for Christmas 

 5. George was really happy with his present, which he will wear every day 

 6. Claire is going to use her present to travel to school 

 7. James is an animal lover 

 8. George is a keen music fan 

Open on the day gifts: guitar, computer, jacket ,bike 

Event gifts: music concert, flower show, zookeeper for a day, escape rooms 

13 

Liz’s Sneaky Brain Teaser 

 

Santa is travelling from the North Pole, and plans to arrive at 24 Evergreen avenue at 

midnight. He travels at 425 miles per hour. Meanwhile, Tommy the Elf has just picked a 

up a few last minute presents and is now travelling at speed of 50 miles per hour from 

the toy shop to 24 Evergreen Avenue. If they both leave at the same time, who will be 

closest to Evergreen Avenue when they meet? 
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Christmas Word Search 

Yuletide     Charity     Illumination     Donation     Cloves     Advent     Garland     Icicle     Tidings     

Pageant     Humble    Gourmet         Generosity   Hark         Hearth     Spruce       Flue       Host              

Adornment 

Find the Christmassy words above in the main grid. The words can go down, 

across or diagonally. See if you can also find out the meaning of each of the 

words. 

14 
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Christmas Word Ladders 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Can you complete the word ladders? Move from the top to the bottom of the 

ladder changing one letter at each step to make a new word until you get to 

the final word. We’ve given you some clues for each stop to help you. 

Liz’s Tricky Brain Teaser 

Some elves arrive in a forest. It has been snowing, and 

they discover a number of reindeer. 

Each elf (more than one) can see three times as many 

reindeer as elves, whilst each reindeer can see twice as 

many reindeer as elves. All of the characters are in plain 

sight. 

How many elves and reindeer are there? 

15 
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Christmas Numbers 

 

 

 

1. Jazz buys 4 boxes of Christmas crackers for £5.99 each. Returning to the shop she sees 

that they are now on sale for three boxes for the price of two. How much could she have 

saved, if she had bought them a day later? 

 

2. Christmas trees in a town are each decorated with two sets of lights. three sets of 

baubles, and 5 strings of tinsel. If 96 sets of baubles are used, how many strings of tinsel 

and sets of lights would be needed. How many trees would be decorated in all. 

 

3. Paul’s string of tinsel is too long for his tree. He cuts it in half, takes one half and cuts 

that into sixths. It is still too long for the tree, so he takes one sixth and cuts it into 

quarters. As a fraction how much spare tinsel does he have from the original piece? If the 

single pice he uses is 1.5 metres long, how long was the original string? 

 

4. Christmas sausage rolls are sold in packs of 6 at £2.40 per pack. Home made sausage 

rolls cost £9.60 for 80. Which is the cheaper way to have sausage rolls for Christmas? 

 

5. Dasher and Dancer received Christmas presents from the elves. Dasher received 5 

more than Dancer. Together they received 17. How many did they each get? 

 

6. Six friends give one another Christmas cards. How many cards are given? 

 

7. Santa will visit many countries on Christmas Eve, and it will be jolly cold. Below are the 

temperatures in degrees C. for various cities he will visit. Find the mean, mode, median 

and range of the temperatures. 

 

 London Moscow Kiev Rome Geneva New York Paris 

1 -15 -4 6 -12 -7 -4 

16 
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Test Your Logic! 

Some family members come to the Fortson’s for Christmas. They each bring a number of Christ-

mas gifts with them but they are quite fussy regarding what they want to eat, so Mum has to do a 

special Christmas food shop. Use the grid to find their ages, what they bring, and what they want 

to eat. 

Names: Jake, Sophie, Alison, Eddie 

Gifts: headphones, chocolates, jumpers, books 

Ages: 18, 21, 52, 45 

Favourite Food: Christmas pudding, sausage rolls, mince pies, sprouts 

1. Jake doesn’t like sprouts pies 

2. Sophie enjoys Christmas Pudding 

3. Eddie is the youngest and gives people books 

4. Alison is the oldest but doesn’t give chocolates 

5. Sophie gives edible gifts 

6. Sophie is younger than Alison but older than Jake 

7. Alison gives electronic gifts and loves mince pies 

Christmas Letters 

Re-arrange the missing letters to discover 

a ‘Christmas’ word 

_ b c d _ _ g h i j _ _ m _ _ p q r _ t u v _ x y z 
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Liz’s Brain Teaser 

Whilst Santa was out delivering presents, Mrs 

Santa looked outside and saw four rows of five 

stars. On being told, Santa was quite amazed as 

it had been a very windy evening. 

“You saw 20 stars?” he asked. “Oh no, just ten” 

Mrs Santa replied. 

Could Mrs Santa have been telling the truth? 

Ian’s Jokes 

What do snowmen have for 

breakfast? 

 Ice Krispies (or Frosties)! 
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Christmas Biscuits 

 

Ingredients:: 

70 g butter 

70 g caster sugar 

1 egg 

½ teaspoon vanilla extract 

125 g plain flour. 

Makes 20 biscuits 

 

 

Directions: 

With the help of an adult, heat oven to 180 degrees C/ 170 degrees C/Gas Mark 5. 

In a medium sized bowl mix the butter and the sugar. When a pale colour, beat in the gg 

and the vanilla. 

Stir in the flour to make a soft dough. Remove dough from the bowl and knead it on a 

lightly floured board. Put on a plate and chill for 2 hours. 

Roll out the dough, and using Christmas cookie cutters if you have them (if not any shape 

cutter will do), and make into Christmas shapes. 

Put the shapes onto a lightly greased baking tray and bake for 12 minutes. Remove from 

oven and leave to cool. Enjoy 

 

Some things to think about as you enjoy your biscuits  

1. If 500g of flour was used to make the biscuits, how much sugar should be used? 

2. If 420g of butter was used, how much vanilla should be used? 

3. If you wanted to make 70 biscuits, how much would the dry ingredients weigh? 
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Liz’s Brain Teaser 

A box of Christmas decorations has three different coloured baubles. All are blue 

except 6. All are green except 6. All are red except 6.  

How many of each colour are there? 
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Reflections 

Most of the snowflake on the left has 

melted. Can you use your knowledge of 

reflections to complete the shape of the 

original snowlfake 

Make a Snowflake Decoration 
What You’ll Need: 

• White paper 

• Scissors 

• Tape 

• String 

First, you’ll need to cut your paper into a square: Take one corner of the paper 
and fold it diagonally so that it touches the opposite edge of the paper. Cut off 
the unfolded part of the paper so that you have just the folded square 
remaining. If you are cutting standard 8 ½ x 11-inch paper to make it square, 
save the ends; you can make baby snowflakes with them or use the paper 
for notes.  

Now that you have a perfect square, follow the instructions below to make a 

snowflake—and remember: no two snowflakes are exactly alike, so 

be creative! 

SOURCE:  The Old Farmer's Almanac for Kids, Volume 3 

19 
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Make a Christmas 

Decoration 

Copy and cut out the cube net 

on the net. Print out larger if 

you’d like a bigger box. Colour 

in each of the faces to make a 

colourful set of pictures. 

Carefully glue each of the 

babs and make your net into 

a cube shaped Christmas 

decoration for your tree. 

To make a stronger 

decoration try copying or 

pasting onto thin card. 

Alternatively leave one of the 

single tabs unglued to turn 

the cube into a lovely gift box 

for small gifts or sweets. 

Sent us your pictures of your 

completed box! 
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Liz’s Sneaky Brain Teaser 

If tinsel costs 40p, bananas 60p, and 

wrapping paper 80p, how much do 

pears cost? 

Ian’s Jokes 

What happened to the elf that 

took the advent calendar? 

 They got 24 days! 
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Christmas rapping with Agent Stilton 

 

 

 

Hello peeps.  Help me finish off my Spy rap by inserting a compound word to finish 

off the song. 

 

I’m Agent Stilton, on that you can bet 

Now you’ve heard my name, you’ll never __________________ 

 

I’m writing in my notebook,  but you’ll see me soon 

In the morning, and the evening and the ___________________ 

 

I can see like me , You’ve got real strength 

You and me are on the same _______________________________ 

 

Been working all day, with all of my might 

Time to snuggle into bed and say ____________________________ 

 

Why not record you rap and send it in to us? Or you could write you own rap and 

film it to show your family.   We’d love to hear what you can come up with! 

21 
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The Complete 11+ Programme 

We provide the ultimate preparation package for the 11+ Test 

including: 

• On Location mock tests 

• Online preparation courses 

• Online Assessment Test 

• At Home mock tests 

• Informal Summer School 

• Online Revision course 

• FREE Resources & Events 

• Outstanding customer support 

22 

At Cotswold Education we believe in helping support 

children, parents/carers and tutors by providing events 

and resources to make 11+ preparation a positive and 

rewarding experience.  But don’t just take our word for it—

hear what others say about us! 

“Very organised event, speedy replies to e-mails with 

exceptionally detailed report form for how my son did in his 

mock. Many thanks.” 

“My daughter was well looked after and seemed to actually 

enjoy the process! Highly recommended.” 

“This mock exam was easy to book on line, provided 

excellent communication throughout, was run smoothly and 

gave my daughter a calm and professional environment for 

this experience. I can definitely recommend them and will 

certainly be using them again “ 

“The main reason we wanted our daughter to attend was to 

experience what the real grammar school test would be like 

and it certainly did that. The morning was really positive for 

her and I know she will now sit the test in September better 

prepared “ 
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Answers 
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Page 3– 5  

Christmas Eve 

1. D, 2. A, 3. D, 4. C, 5. B, 6. D, 7. B, 8. B, 9. C, 10. B 

 

Page 6  

Hidden Words 

Far too many to list! 

 

Page 7  

Present Disaster 

1. 6, 2. 12, 3. 8, 4. 27 

Brain Teaser 

5 reindeer, 9 elves 

Pudding Fractions 

Shay has the smallest slice 

Mum and dad have 27/60 (9/20) 

 

Page 8 

Merry Mix Up 

1. with 

2. go 

3. had 

4. because 

5. nobody 

6. he 

7. to 

Answer: Because he had nobody to go with 

 

Page 9  

Liz’s Brain Teaser 

They are a girl with her mother and grandmother 

Wrap The Matrix 

A is the correct piece 

 

Page 10-11 

The Twelve Days of Christmas 

1. 270 

2. 322 

3. 90 

4. 0 

5. 19 

6. 40 

7. 364 

 

Page 12 

Crack the Christmas Codes 

1. EJKNNA 

2. YFQB 

3. WCRVE 

4. JOTTKX 

5. DCNM 

6. YPGYVF 

7. CZBYED 

8. HII 

 

Page 13 

Test Your Logic! 

Daniel, Computer, Escape Room 

James, Guitar, Zoo Keeper for a day 

Claire, Bike, Flower Show 

George, Jacket, Music Concert 

Liz’s Sneaky Brain Teaser 

They meet at the same time at 24 Evergreen Av 

 

Page 15 

Christmas Word Ladders 

Snow, slow, flow, flaw, flat, feat, felt, belt, Bell 

Bell, well, will, wild, wind, wing, Sing 

Gift, lift list, lost, loss, toss, Toys 

Logs, loss, lose, love, live, five, Fire 

Liz’s Brain Teaser 

Four elves and 9 reindeer (Each reindeer sees 8 
other reindeer and four elves. Each elf sees three 
other elves and 9 reindeer) 

 

Page 16 

Christmas Numbers 

1. £5.99 

2, 32 trees, 64 sets of lights, 160 strings of tinsel 

3. 47/48, 72 metres 

4. Homemade are 12p each, shop bought 40p each 

5. Dasher gets 11, Dancer gets 6 

6. 30 cards 

7. mean= -5  mode= -4  median= -4 
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Test Your Logic! 

Jake, 21, jumpers, sausage rolls 

Sophie, 45, chocolates, Christmas pudding 

Alison, 52, headphones, mince pies 

Eddie, 18, books, sprouts 

Christmas Letters 

Snowflake 

Liz’s Brain Teaser 

They are in a star shape 
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Christmas biscuits 

1. 280 g   2. 3 teaspoons   3.    682.5 g 

Liz’s Brain Teaser 

There are three of each colour 
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Liz’s Brain Teaser 

Pears cost 40p (20p per vowel)  
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Christmas Competition  

 

Here is a Liz’s fiendishly trick puzzle.  Can you solve it?  All correct 

answers will be put into a draw and a winner chosen randomly.  

Email all entries to cotswoldeducationuk@gmail.com by 5th 

January 2021. 

£20 Amazon voucher prize for the winner! 

 

I may not be first, I’m in festive not holly 

My second’s in celebrate but not in jolly 

Another letter can be found amongst the lights 

And one more seen on starry nights 

Somewhere between ivy and mistletoe 

Lies my middle, Ho, Ho Ho? 

 

Clue: The answer is a single digit number 

 

Happy Christmas from Ian, Liz Sarah and Stilton!!! 


